Career Fit Module
How-To Guide

VMock Career Fit allows users to explore careers, assess their current fit for target careers, and identify gaps to improve their fit.

KEY BENEFITS
Career Fit uses a deep scoring engine that provides the most accurate comparison of your resume benchmarked against your peers for a desired career track.

FIRST IMPRESSION
with instant suggestions to create impression on recruiter

ACTIONABLE INSIGHTS
helps you to improve your likelihood of success

SOFTWARE ANALYSIS
powered by sophisticated data science and machine learning

FUNCTIONAL FIT
Requirements mined from millions of job descriptions

SALIENT FEATURES
▼ Students can build personalized career plans using sample bullet language and suggestions to join relevant clubs and internships
▼ Students can improve their likelihood of success using Career Fit recommendations on relevant coursework & certifications, functional & soft skills and an internship
▼ Coaching teams can review these plans and utilize career specific aggregate statistics to have meaningful conversations with students
Coaching teams can also have visibility into student preferences versus their best fit careers allowing for targeted resource planning

GETTING STARTED

- Go to www.vmock.com/gsu
- Login using your Panther ID, the platform will redirect you to the user dashboard.
- Click on the Career Fit in the left navigation panel and provide your preferences for a tailored fit.
- Upload your resume and explore career recommendations. The system will then present you with a summary of potential best careers & feedback.
- View your detailed feedback to improve your resume. Incorporate these changes to reach high likelihood for your dream career.

You are all SET to accelerate your Career Preparation journey!

Note: In case you have any trouble using the system, reach out to us at support@vmock.com

High Likelihood: Great going! You are ready to take the world by storm and carve your niche in your Career Track.

Medium Likelihood: You are on the right track for a successful Career Fit. Dive deep into it and know what stands out in your profile and how can you create a much higher impact.

Low Likelihood: Pay attention to the personalized Career Fit feedback and bridge the gap based on suggestions relevant to your situation.

Your goal: Incorporate VMock feedback to reach the high likelihood career fit zone!